
It Will Never End: Sydney, Australia Extends Lockdown Another MONTH

Description

AUSTRALIA: Over 5 million people have been ordered to stay home in Sydney, Australia as the
lockdown is extended another month. The ruling class has declared there’s a “surge” in COVID-19
cases, so all slaves must be on house arrest still.  For those paying attention, we know this is never
going to end.

Unless Australians start to wake up to what’s going on en masse, they are all in big trouble.  So far, the
compliant willing slaves to the state have done what’s been asked of them.  When is enough enough?

While the city had planned to exit a prior lockdown by the end of the week, officials instead extended
the restrictions into late August on Tuesday, with New South Wales Premier Gladys Berejiklian
lamenting the decision while claiming it is necessary, according to a report by RT. No one seems to
want to ask the question, so here it goes: why are there still outbreaks if people are locking themselves
away? Are we being lied to from the foundation of this scamdemic, “germ theory?” I don’t know.  It’s
simply a question. But people with no exposure to others have been known to “get COVID-19.” So
what does that mean?

Liar and tyrant Berejiklian said: “I am as upset and frustrated as all of you that we were not able to get
the case numbers we would have liked at this point in time but that is the reality,” she said during a
televised news conference. Does anyone really think the master is upset that they get to command and
boss the slaves around again? This is laughable at this point. “We have to deal with the cards before
us and the situation before us and that is why we have taken the action we have.”

So what does a “COVID-19 delta variant surge” look like? It amounts to 177 new cases. Out of 15
million. I’ve done the math before but this is nothing more or less than a rounding error and statically
irrelevant. Even accounting for “active cases”, which amount to just over 2,100 “active cases”, NSW’s
numbers remain low next to comparable regions abroad, though officials there have taken a stricter
approach to their pandemic response, looking to prevent any and all new cases.

So taking the numbers, 5 million people are now permanent slaves to the state because 177 new
cases, which is .00354% of the population got a cold.  Active cases are .042% of the population.  That
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means your chances of even knowing someone who has this “super deadly scamdemic disease” is
again, 0%.  These are rounding errors. Besides, the ruling class admitted the tests are wrong, so how 
are they even testing them at this point?

Why Is The CDC Quietly Abandoning The PCR Test For COVID?

This is coming here if the masters feel like the slaves will comply.  But hidden in most articles is the
reason they continue to do this:

Pointing to NSW’s low immunization rate of just 13%, Berejiklian insisted that “vaccination
is the key to our freedom” on Tuesday, suggesting the lockdowns would only be lifted as
the vaccine roll-out picks up steam.

“I want August to be the month where everyone comes forward to get the jab,” she
said. “That is key to us being able to see what September looks like. I don’t think anyone
can deny that the vaccination rate is absolutely key to how we live life in NSW.” -RT

When will people realize that their “freedom” cannot be given or taken? We are all free because we are
human beings. The sooner more people figure this out, the better off we will be. No one can make a
rightful master and no one can make a rightful slave.  And we know that government is slavery. It isn’t
extreme to say slavery in all forms should be abolished. What’s extreme, is the support of slavery
because one won’t open their mind to reality.

These rulers need the entirety of humanity shot up with whatever is in those “vaccines.” It’s an obvious
big piece to their agenda of the permanent totalitarian enslavement and control of everyone.

Stay alert and know what’s going on without succumbing to the fear they want us living in. Being aware
of what could come gives us all an idea of how to prepare. Keep using critical thinking and read
between the lines of the articles mainstream media puts out.  There are honestly more questions than
answers at this point, so keep asking. Use your discernment and be a moral human being.  That’s all
we can do right now.

by Mac Slavo
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